Great Gatsby Inspiring Food Menus World Wide
Many wonderful dining experiences await in dining rooms of Terrigal restaurants. The film Great Gatsby filmed in Australia is reviving an interest in fine
foods internationally so why not cater for it.

Terrigal Restaurants Central CoastSydney, Australia June 12, 2013 - As stories emerge of after parties, awards and celebrations so too are the
stories of businesses picking up on the marketing gambit. Restaurants around Terrigal and the Central Coast might do well by catering for moviegoers.
Filmed in Australia means it should attract a strong audience.
Romance almost always accompanies a meal in a restaurant. The influence that affluence has on romance is portrayed throughout the latest film in
lavish restaurants and celebrations in the mansions of the rich and famous. The trappings of the rich are what lead "the Gatz" into to a life of crime in
pursuit of love and happiness.
So as winter begins to bite hard on the Central Coast thoughts turn to a warm fire, hearty foods, and the taste of fine wine. And of course somebody to
share it with makes for a romantic interlude. And where else among Central Coast restaurants would you find a mixture of all these? In Terrigal
restaurants that congregate by the sea side and in surrounding hills.
There is anything you want on offer as far as food variety. Having the only protected harbor by the sea gives Terrigal restaurant’s access to the
freshest food the sea can provide. The many small produce farmers dotted across the coast provide access to fresh garden delights. Creating a
Gatsby inspired menu would be easy for any seasoned Chef.
Harvey Nichols the well-known international luxury lifestyle store in London had its restaurant pick up on the Great Gatsby theme. Fresh lobster rolls,
Blini Gribiche, luscious cocktails, these are all part of the menu and they’re having great success with their Great Gatsby adaptation.
The Cheese Factory at the Old Dairy on Wyong Creek is close enough to ensure great accompaniments to any wine on the menu. Visitors to the coast
can go home with a variety of cheeses and wines from central coast wineries. Boutique wineries are another well-kept secret of the Central Coast. A
romantic weekend might linger a little longer once your home again.
And nested in the hills surrounding Terrigal are many central coast restaurants that offer fine dining in plush surrounds. Hidden from view by leafy
frontage and protected by patrons who know how to keep a secret, their menus attract a guarded clientele. This area of the central coast is home to
many that fit this description.
Accommodation on the Central Coast is available in anything from hotels to high rise luxury apartments. No need to think hard on why so many
choose here to escape the city for a romantic weekend. And maybe that’s the reason many choose to stay the entire weekend. When it's less than 90
minutes to the outskirts of Sydney why wouldn’t you want to squeeze every moment out of it.
Perhaps after reading this article some of those secrets will be exposed. So if it's a romantic getaway you seek with nothing to do but relax, eat in a
fine dining restaurant and take in the atmosphere then put the Central Coast on your list.
Because food often influences people's lives in ways they are not even aware of, a good romance film will always whet the appetite. So a note to all
Terrigal restaurants, "The Great Gatsby" will be shortly on screens at a cinema near you.
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